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EDITOR'S NOTE: This Technical Memorandum
is the result of Mr. Fors noting a paper
by Hoskins in the January 1978 RMS Quarterly
Journal and recognizing its potential as an ·
operationally useful technique for Western
Region and other forecasters. He then
engineered Hoskins' ideas and programmed the
technique for operational use on our local
AFOS computer.
Mr. Heflick, as a summer trainee assigned to
Scientific Services Division from June-August
1978, carried out the operational testing of
the Fors' program as part of his studenttrainee responsibilities.
We, SSD, plan to compute daily the diagnostic vertical~motion charts discussed in this
Technical Memorandum and make them available
to Western Region forecasters through AFOS
as soon as data transmissions on our AFOS
system become reliable.

L. W. Snellman, Chief
Scientific Services Division
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A SIMPLE ANALYSIS/DIAGNOSIS SYSTEM FOR REAL TIME EVALUATION OF
VERTICAL MOTION

Scott Heflick and James Fors
Scientific Services Division, Western Region
Salt Lake City, Utah

ABSTRACT

A diagnostic vertical motion model ·using a simple,
modified Cressman objective analysis technique and a
new "one-level" version of the quasi-geostrophic omega
equation is investigated.
The program is designed to
run on ari. AFOS-type minicomputer.
The diagnosed
vertical motion field is compared with satellite and
precipitation data. The results are in good agreement
with the observed data, except in data-poor areas and
for weak, small-scale systems. Some applications of
this
technique
to
operational
forecasting
are
discussed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Operational forecasters have realized for many years the importance
of vertical motion in determining the birth and decay of weather
systems.
Qualitative or quasi-quantitative determination of vertical
motion from synoptic
reasoning
is
familiar
to
all operational
forecasters [ 12] , [3] , [ 10] •
Consideration of vorticity advection,
temperature advection, divergence and convergence, differential heating,
and orographic effects have long been used by the forecaster as aids in
producing precipitation forecasts.

Several quantitative methods of determining vertical motion based on
the equations of motion such as the kinematic method [9], adiabatic
method [9] and vorticity method [3], have been used by the forecaster.
These time-consuming methods are rarely used since the development of
modern numerical weather prediction has made the use of such methods
unnecessary.
However, with the rapid growth in development of
minicomputers in recent years and the installation of the AFOS system,
the forecaster now has the means of rapidly producing locally generated

products such as vertical motion based on quantitative dynamical
equations.
The standard teaching and diagnostic vertical motion tool
over the last few years has been the quasigeostrophic omega equation
[5].
Its familiar results of associating vertical motion with
differential vorticity advection and the Laplacian of temperature
advection is the cornerstone of much of the synoptic reasoning used
today. However, its quantitative value can be qfscerned only by the use
of the computer since the contributions from temperature advection and
vorticity advection tend to cancel each other [ 13] • Thus, determining
the vertical motion by using only one t~rm in the equation may not even
yield the correct sign of the vertical motion.

Another problem with the omega equation is the fact that vertical
derivatives are involved in diagnosing the vertical motion.
Thus,
multiple levels of data are required for its solution. Many synoptic
case studies have been done using this equation [ 11] , [8] , and [ 1] •
Krishnamurti [7] developed a very complete form of the omega equation
which included effects due to moisture as well. However, all of these
studies required detailed hand analyses of many fields at many levels
and a lot of computer time. Thus, such a diagnostic technique has been
of limited use to operational forecasters.

In a recent article by Hoskins, et al,[6], the omega equation was
rederived to present it in a simpler form which could be interpreted
synoptically on a constant pressure chart without making simplifying
assumptions.
Only heights and
temperatures at one level are required
to calculate w, thus simplifying the conventional two- (or more) layer
vertical-motion models usually employed.
,·

The purpose of this paper is threefold.
First, to show that a
simple vertical-motion model based on Hoskins' equation and a simple
objective analysis technique can produce a reasonable vertical- motion
field.
.Second, that utilization of this program on an AFOS-type
minicomputer can provide the forecaster with useful, real-time diagnosed
vertical motion in his forecast area. And finally, that the diagnosed w
field
gives more precise vertical motion estimates with better
resolution than those currently produced by the prognostic LFM-II [2]
model.

II.

A.

PROCEDURES

The !! Equation

Hoskins [6] used a pressure-type vertical coordinate system defined by

(I)
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This vertial coordinate is the same as physical height in a dry
adiabatic. atmosphere.
8
and 1' are standard . values of potential
0
temperature and pressure.
R is tf?e standard gas constant for dry air
and K is a constant (~2/7)~ One advantage of this system of coordinates
is the simplifying of the thermal wind relationship which may be
expressed as:
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where e is the potential temperature and u and v are the components of
g
g
the geostrophic wind.
In this system, the standard w-equation is written as
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and "3 is the vertical component of the geostrophic vorticity~
The
first ~erm on the r.h.s. of (3) is the differential vorticity advection
and the second term is the laplacian of temperature advection.
The major difficulties in using this form of the w-equation were
discussed earlier. However, (3) may be rewritten using the thermal wind
relationship [6] as
,.. l
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Thus, on an £-plane in the quasi-geostrophic system, vertical velocity
is forced only by the divergence of Q.
~

For ease of understanding, let's establish an X-Y coordinate system at a
given point on a 700-mb chart such that X is parallel to the temperature
contours and Y points toward the cold air •. Then, (~) vanishes and (6)
becomes
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Therefore,
Q1 is related to the horiZontal shear of the geostrophic ·
wind and Q f"s related to the confluence or diffluence of the flow.
2
Thus,

(t)
where L is
system.

the

separation of the temperature contours in this X-Y

The Q field can be estimated in this way on a synoptic, constantpressure chart.
For qualitative interpretation, a divergent Q-field
implies sinking and a convergent Q-field implies rising motion.
An additional term is added
latitude. Thus,. on a a-plane
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~
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This form of the w-equation is also useful in a quantitative sense.
Since no vertical derivatives are involved on the r .h .s. of (9), only
one atmospheric level is required. Thus, application of this equation
to a minicomputer is quite straightforward.

B. The Vertical Motion Model

The diagnostic vertical motion. model was based on equation (9}.
The
program was written in Fortran IV language using standard, second order
finite difference and relaxation techniques. The program was run on an
Eclipse S-230, AFOS-type minicomputer. A rectangular grid covering the
western United States and eastern Pacific from 100°W - 135°w and 30°N 55°N with one-degree mesh size was used (see Figure 1). Seven-hundred
millibar heights and temperatures at 38 radiosonde stations served as
data input.
The 700-mb level was chosen . as it gives a good
representation of the lower level vertical motion field.
Also, the
contribution from temperature advection is not masked by large thermal
winds.
Also, up to 12 bogus observations could be entered in at any
location in order to supplement data-sparse areas or areas of
significant synoptic interest.
After all height and temperature data
had 'been entered, values were interpolated to .each grid point using a
modified Cressman analysis.
In the standard Cressman analysis [4] a circle with a radius of length N
originating at each grid point is established. Any observation point at
a distance Di from the grid point where D1 ~ N is weighted and averaged
with other ooservations in the circle.
---rhe data are interpolated to
the grid point by

(lo«l.)
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Figure 1.

Upper-air stations used as input to analysis routine.
grid is also indicated.
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0

The area of l xl

0

(to b)

where ZL is any parameter at the ith observation point. Z is the
value of the parameter at grid point P, and wi is the pweight of the
observation Zi •
This interpolation method is repeated several times
with decreasing values of N. The technique is usually used to modify a
first-guess field.
The modified Cressman analysis [ 14] is based on the technique but
differs in the following way. Rather than an arbitrary radius N being
established, N is a variable and is defined as the distance between the
grid point and one half the distance between the 7th and 8th closest
observation point to the grid point. Also, only one sweep is made for
interpolation of data rather than multiple scans as in the regular
Cressman analysis and no first guess is used. This is repeated at each
grid point until all grid points have been assigned specific values of
the input parameters (height and temperature).
After the initial data were analyzed on the grid points, the r.h.s. of
equation (9) was determined using finite difference approximations. If
we approximate (~"w/~'1") on the l.h.s. of (9) using finite differences and assume that w=o at the surface and the tropopause, we may write
(9) in the form

(II)
Here

(l~b.)

and

(. l'l.b)

where
flz was taken as SOOOm. Equation (11) is readily solved using
sequential relaxation. A residue tolerance of .01 em/sec was used.
This model is a simple analysis-diagnostic system.
Careful hand
analysis of fields and the w-equation have been used successfully many
times to diagnose vertical motion [1], [7], [11].
However, the
usefulness of a simple objective analysis routine to initialize the
model has not been investigated. The results of 4 case studies using
this model are presented in the next section.
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. III.

CASE STUDIES

On OOZ July 20, 1978, an upper-level short-wave trough was centered
over northern Idaho.
The trough moved progressively southeastward
during the next 36 hours (se~ Figures 2a-d).
By 12Z on the 21st the
trough axis extended from the Colorado-Utah border to southeastern
Arizona.
Scattered, light precipitation occurred in Montana, Wyoming,
southeastern Idaho, and Utah with maximum amounts in Montana and Wyoming
where the upward vertical velocity (UVV) ahead of the trough was
combined with orographic effects.

Figures 3a-d show the diagnosed vertical motion field (VMF) at 12hour intervals for OOZ on the 20th, to 12Z on the 21st. Figure 3a shows
a vertical motion maximum of greater than +2 em s-l ahead of the trough
over central Idaho apparently~ due to PVA.
UVV was indicated east of
the trough throughout Idaho, Utah,
Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and
parts of Montana (see Figures 2a,3a). Subsidence was indicated behind
the trough.
Six-hourly satellite photos (SP) Figures 4a-c centered at
the time of. the VMF analysis, show middle-level clouds extending from
central Idaho eastward into Montana and the Dakotas. These clouds were
associated with a combination of weak UVV and low-level upslope flow
east of the Divide in Montana.
A surface high centered over northern
Montana provided weak upslope winds enhancing precipitation in Montana
and Wyoming.
Convective activity occcurred throughout the day in
Wyoming, Colorado, and New. ·Mexico, in agreement with the weak UVV
diagnosed.
Comparison of Figure 3a with SP' s 4a-c shows that areas of
cloud development were in fair agreement with the diagnosed VMF.
The
area of maximum UVV appears fairly cloud-free in the satellite picture.
However, the· atmosphere was extremely dry at all levels in this area
such that the large UVV had not yet brought the atmosphere to
saturation.
The UVV was evidenced however by a decrease in Boise's
lifted index from 7 to 0 during the period from 12Z on the 19th to OOZ
on the 20th.
Also, since orographic vertical motion is not included in
the physics of the diagnostic model, it did not indicate the cloudiness
in eastern Montana and Wyoming or precipitation in southern Canada. On
the positive side, note particularly in SP 4b (time coincident with VMF
analysis) the cloud development in southwest Montana associated with the
UVV maximum. Also note the cloud-free areas in the western half of the
region in agreement with subsidence indicated by the VMF analysis.
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By 12Z on the 20th the upper-level trough had moved southeastward
with the trough axis extending from San Francisco, northeast to central
Idaho • Figure 3b shows that the UVV maximum (?+ 1 em sec- 1 ) had decreased
slightly and moved eastward over the Idaho-Wyoming border. The overall
character of the VMF did not change however. Weak UVV continued in the
eastern part of the region ahead of the trough with subsidence in the
west.
Comparison of Figure 3b with SP's 4c-e shows continuing middle
cloud development over eastern Idaho and Montana in the UVV area.
However, SP 4e shows convective clouds forming over Montana and along
the Idaho-Montana border near the UVV maximum.

By OOZ on the 21st the "trough axis extended northeastward from
central California to southeastern Idaho.
The diagnosed area of rising
motion ahead of the trough moved eastward into Wyoming, Utah, Colorado,
central Arizona, and New Mexico.
By this time southeastern Idaho,
southwestern Montana, northern Utah, and western Wyoming had been in an
area of UVV for at least 24 hours. Although the atmosphere was very
dry, the prolonged UVV aided by diabatic (surface) heating during the
day decreased atmospheric stability.
Convective activity developed
throughout the day and by OOZ well developed Cu and Cb clouds covered
southeastern Idaho, southwestern Montana, northern Utah, Wyoming, and
Colorado (see SP 4£). Precipitation resulting from this instability was
light due to the dry low levels of the atmosphere. However, strong,
gusty winds were reported with these storms.
While UVV and
precipitation occurred east of the trough, subsidence in the west
continued to increase and reached diagnosed values of -2 em sec- 1 in
eastern Oregon and Nevada.
SP 4f shows the cloud-free area in the
western half of the region.

The trough continued moving eastward and by 12Z on the 21st the axis
extended from southeastern Arizona to western Wyoming (see Figure 2d).
Figure 3d shows large areas of weak subsidence west of the trough. An
area of UVV ((+1 em sec- 1 ) was diagnosed in western Wyoming and Montana.
SP 4h (12Z on the 21st) shows a small area of Cu remaining from the
previous evening over Wyoming.
Precipitation measuring up to .OS in
fell in central Wyoming during the following 6 hours.

For the 36-hour summer case OOZ 7-20-78 to 12Z 7-21-78, a general
trend of UVV ahead of the trough and weak subsidence following the
trough were diagnosed. Cloud development occurred in areas ahead of the
trough where diagnosed weak UVV was more prolonged, in agreement with
the model.
Scattered precipitation throughout Montana and Wyoming
coincided with diagnosed UVV and low-level upslope flow east of the
Divide. This case also illustrates that a prolonged period of UVV may
be necessary to initiate precipitation in a dry atmosphere.
Thus, the
diagnostic system produced a realistic vertical-motion field that showed
strong correlation with the atmosphere.
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FIGURE 2A-o. 700-MB ANALYSIS VALID A) OOZ JULY 20, B) 12Z JULY 20, c) OOZ JULY 21, AND o) 12Z JULY 21.
SOLID LINES ARE HEIGHT CONTOURS WITH AN INTERVAL OF 60 METERS. DASHED LINES ARE TEMPERATURE FIELD WITH
CONTOUR INTERVAL OF 5°C,

FIGURE 3A-n. DIAGNOSED VERTICAL MOTION VALID A) OOZ JULY 20, s) 12Z JULY 20, c) OOZ JULY 2L AND n)
12Z JULY 21. THE CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 1 CM/SEC WITH DASHED CONTOURS INDICATING SINKING MOTION. THE
SCALLOPED AREA OUTLINES AREAS OF PRECIPITATION FOR THE 12-HOIIR PERIOD CENTERED ON THE TIME OF THE
VERTICAL-MOTION FIELD.
-/0-
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On OOZ April 7, 1978, an upper-level trough was
centered over
northern California.
During the next 24 hours, this intense system
moved southeastward digging into southern Nevada (see Figures Sa-c). At
the
surface
a
cold
front
extended
from
northwestern Montana
southeastward along the Divide into northeastern Wyoming. By 12Z on the
7th the front became stationary along the Idaho-Montana border into
central Wyoming.
A second cold front extended from central Idaho
southwestward through central Nevada, to near Los Angeles.
The front
had become quasi-stationary. A vigorous vorticity maximum dropped down
the back side of the trough and initiated a frontal wave that moved
progressively eastward and by OOZ on the 8th was located in Utah and
central Arizona.
Precipitation occurred throughout most of the western
United States with heaviest amounts in California, Nevada and Idaho.

Figure 6a shows the VMF analysis for OOZ on the 7th.
Maximum UVV
of 7+1 em sec- 1 was diagnosed throughout Idaho, Montana, northern Utah,
and western Wyoming. This would appear to be associated with the strong
warm advection in this area.
Maximum subsidence areas were diagnosed
off the Oregon coast, in southwest Colorado, and central California.
Six hourly satellite photos, Figures 7a-c, show middle-level and highlevel clouds over most of the region.
Strong warm-air advection over
Utah, Idaho, western Oregon, and Montana resulted in cloud formation and
precipitation
coincident with the diagnosed UVV.
The convection
associated with the vorticity maximum and cold air over northern
California is not indicated to have strong UVV. This may be partly due
to the fact that diabatic effects are not contained in the model. No
cloud development occurred in diagnosed subsidence areas north of the U.
S .-Canadian border and· off the Oregon-Washington coast where a highpressure ridge extended southwest from Vancouver Island.
Subsidence
diagnosed at the Four Corners is evidenced by clear skies in Arizona,
New Mexico, and southwest Colorado during the 6 hours following the VMF
analysis (see SP' s 7b ,c).
Subsidence (~ -1 em sec- 1 ) was diagnosed
throughout most of California and Nevada, but surface data indicated
significant precipitation with the cold front which was located in
central California and Nevada.

It appears the model did not verify well in this area since weak
subsidence was diagnosed with the strong cold advection indicated on the
700-mb analysis.
However, careful comparison of the satellite data and
the analysis indicated that the analysis over southern California and
offshore was quite poor. The 700-mb height and wind at Oakland did not
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seem to fit the other data.
Also, aatellite data indicated a rather
sharp ·trough to be off the coast while the analysis showed weak cyclonic
curvature.
Using a careful reanalysis and bogus data, a much more
satisfactory initial analysis was obtained (Figure Sd) • The recomputed
vertical motion field indicated rising motion of greater than ?1 em/sec
throughout central California and Nevada. 'nlb indicates that careful
attention must be paid to bogusing systems in data-sparse areas.

The L;FM-II 12-hour prognostic vertical motion field valid at OOZ on
the 7th is shown in Figure Sa. It indica, ted rising motion over aimost
the whole western United States with strong rising motion over northern
California. The resolution of the diagnosed field makes it superior to
this rather general prognostic field.
By 12Z on the 7th the vott max and cold air were
digging into
central California. The trough that had been. off the coast had weakened
and moved northeastward into Utah and Nevada. Warm advection continued
over the northeast quadrant of the western United States.
The
California cold front had moved southeastward extending from San Diego
northeastward along the Nevada-Utah border into central Wyo~ing. Figure
6b shows the VMF analysis lor 12Z.
UVV was diagnosed
along a
northeast-southwest axis covering central California, Nevada, Idaho!
western Wyoming, and Montana. Maximum UVV of greater than +2 em secwas diagnosed in central Nevada and north-central Montana. Subsidence
was di~~nosed east and west of the UVV zone, with maximum values of -3
em sec
in Arizona and the Four Corners area.
Six-hourly satellite
photos, Figures 7c-e, show good agreement of cloud development with the
VMF analysis.
SP 7d, taken at the time of the VMF analysis, shows
clouds covering Nevada, southern Idaho, and northwest Utah in the
diagnosed UVV area behind the front. At the surface, light to moderate
snow was falling in central Nevada in excellent agreement with the
diagnosed UVV.
This would appear to be associated with the weakening
vort max moving . northeastward.
Middle clouds covered northern Idaho
and Montana where maximum UVV was diagnosed as strong warm-air advection
continued.
Cloud development also occurred in the UVV area off the
southern California coast with the vorticity maximum. This again was
handled only marginally well.
Arizona, New Mexico,
and Colorado were located in diagnosed
maximum subsidence areas and are shown to be generally cloud-free (see
SP 7d). Some orographic cloud development not taken into account by the
model did occur along the Colorado-Utah border, however. Also cloudfree is the diagnosed subsidence area off the coast associated with the
high-pressure ridge west of the trough.
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The LFM 12-hour vertical-motion prog is shown in Figure 8b.
It
shows maximum rising motion in central Arizona and also off the
California coast. It fails to show the strong rising motion in central
Nevada and would appear to have an incorrect sign in Arizona.
The
diagnosed pattern is far superior.
By OOZ on the 8th the trough was centered over central Nevada~ The
California cold front extended from eastern Utah· through Arizona into
Baja California. The Montana front remained stationary along the IdahoMontana border and through central Wyoming. Figures 5c and 6c show the
700-mb and VMF analysis at OOZ, respectively. The overall pattern of
the VMF did not change in the 12-hour period. However, diagnosed UVV
now covers all of Oregon and all but northwest Washington. Diagnosed
UVV increased to +2 em sec- 1 in eastern Oregon.. Maximum UVV in central
Montana and off the· southern California coast continued to be associated
with strong warm-air advection and the vorticity maximum, respectively.
Diagnosed subsidence continued throughout the Four Corners states
with values increasing to -4 em sec- 1 in central Arizona.
Subsidence
also continued off the coast as the high-pressure ridge intensified and
moved into the area.
SP 7f taken at the time of the VMF analysis (OOZ on the 8th) shows
low- and middle-level clouds in the diagnosed UVV area (Nevada, Oregon,
Washington, Idaho, Montana, and Utah). Scattered, light precipitation
was
recorded
throughout Nevada, Utah,
and
Idaho.
The Four
Corners/Arizona area was clearer than the rest of the region. Although
some light precipitation fell in the Flagstaff, Arizona, area with the
cold front.
SP 7f shows thin, scattered, low- and high-level clouds off the
coast in the diagnosed subsidence area
132W /30-45N. The diagnosed
strong subsidence (-6 em sec- 1 ) resulted in dissipation of clouds in the
hours following the VMF analysis (see SP 7g).
Dissipation continued
as new clouds entered the area around the high-pressure ridge to the
northwest.
Figure 8c shows the LFM- II 12-hour prognostic VMF.
The rising
motion it indicates in Arizona resulted in light precipitation.
The
main activity, as diagnosed, was occurring farther north.
The diagnosed VMF appears to be in good agreement with both UVV and
subsidence areas which developed during the winter case OOZ on the 7th
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FIGURE 5A-D. 700-MB ANALYSIS VALID
REANALYZED.

A)

OOZ APRIL 7,

B)

12Z APRIL 7,
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c)

OOZ APRIL 8,

AND D)

OOZ APRIL 7

FIGURE 6A-c. DIAGNOSED VERTICAL MOTION AND PRECIPITATION VALID
OOZ APRIL 8.

c)
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FIGURE 7A-D. IR SATELLITE PHOTOS FROM A) 1745Z APRIL 6, B) 23457 APRIL 6, c) 0545Z APRIL 7, AND D)
1145Z APRIL 7. THE ORIGINAL GRID ON 7c \<lAS CONSIDERABLY OFFi OVERDRMJN GRID IS APPROXIMATELY CORRECT.
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FIGURE 8A-c, LFM-II 12-HOUR 700-MB VERTICAL VELOCITY PROG VALID A) OOZ APRIL 7, B) l2Z APRIL 7, AND
OOZ APRIL 8, CONTOUR INTERVAL IS 2 MICROBARS/SECOND WITH DASHED CONTOURS INDICATING SINKING MOTION.
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to OOZ on the 8th of April 1978. With the exception of weak subsidence
diagnosed behind the California cold front on the 7th, diagnosed UVV
areas were in good agreement with observed precipitation and cloud
coverage.
The model successfully diagnosed UVV in areas of strong
·warm-air advection and maximum vorticity.
Areas of downward vertical
motion also seem to verify well. This case strongly emphasizes the need
for a good analysis in data-sparse areas in order to obtain satisfactory
results.

On OOZ June 25, 1978, an upper-level trough was centered over the
northwestern United States (Figure 9).
Figure 10 and SP 11 show the
diagnosed VMF and satellite photo at OOZ on the 25th, respectively.
Vigorous convective activity occurred in southeastern Idaho, Wyoming,
northeastern Utah, and Montana in the diagnosed UVV area ahead of the
trough.
Well-developed thunderstorms occurred in Montana coincident
with
the UVV maximum (+1.6cm sec- 1 ).
Heaviest precipitation occurred
in central Montana with amounts measuring up to .49 inch. Scattered
precipitation occurred in central Oregon, southeastern Washington,
Idaho, and Montana in the six hours preceding the VMF analysis. Middlelevel clouds can be seen in the diagnosed subsidence area over Oregon.
This area of sinking was caused by an erroneous short-wave ridge
analyzed in the 700-mb height field by the objective technique. Strong
subsidence was indicated in the cold- advection area over Nevada and
California. This is in good agreement with Figure 11.

The LFM-II 12-hour prognostic VMF valid at the same time is shown in
Figure 12.
It indicated weak subsidence in the southwestern United
States and northeastern Montana with weak UVV elsewhere.
The area of
subsidence in Montana is where the heaviest precipitation occurred. It
does indicate the UVV and precipitation that occurred in Oregon.

In this case, UVV diagnosed ahead of the trough aided strong
diabatic heating and was associated with thunderstorm activity in the
northeastern part of the Region.
No clouds occurred in California,
Arizona, or Nevada in the area of diagnosed subsidence (-3cm sec- 1 ). In
this case, the model diagnosed VMF seems to be in good agreement with
vertical motion implied by the"atmosphere.
()
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FIGURE 9. 700-MB ANALYSIS VALID IJ07 JUNE 25,

FIGURE 10. DIAGNOSED VERTICAL MOTION AND
PRECIPITATION VALID OOZ JUNE 25.

~·
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FIGURE 12. LF~-II 12-HR 700-MB VERTICAL
VELOCITY PROG VALID 007 JIINE ?~:;,
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Another use of this field would be in evaluating the initial
analysis. for the operational numerical weather prediction models. This
point was illustrated in the April case. In that case, even though the
objective analysis
was in close agreement with the LFM-II initial
analysis, the diagnosed vertical-motion field was quite poor.
Careful
reanalysis of the height and temperature fields offshore using satellite
data provided a quite reasonable vertical-motion field.
Thus, by
comparing the diagnosed vertical-motion field and the satellite picture,
one may get a good handle on the quality of the initial analysis for the
NWP models.

Certainly this model has many other uses, but it also has some
limitations.
The main limitations are that the quasigeostrophic wequation neglects terrain effects and diabatic effects.
Both of these
can be important in forecasting the weather for a given locale. Terrain
effects could be added to this model with little increase in computer
time.

V.

CONCLUSION

The diagnostic VMF computed using Hoskins' [6] one-level omega
equation appeared to be in good agreement with areas of cloud
development and subsidence which occurred in the atmosphere, associated
with large-scale midlatitude synoptic systems in the cases studied.
Areas of UVV diagnosed by the VMF model correlated well with cloud
coverage and precipitation; also,
cloud-free areas were in good
agreement with subsidence diagnosed by the model.
Clouds located in
diagnosed subsidence areas at the time of the VMF analysis, showed a
decreasing trend as dispersion continued in the hours following the
analysis.
It is clear that the VMF model gave better estimates of
vertical motion with better resolution and well-defined boundaries than
is available on the LFM prognostic charts.

On the other hand weak, small-scale features were overly smoothed by
the objective analysis and gave poor results for the diagnosed VMF.
When small-scale features are indicatd on time coincident satellite
photos or poorly analyzed small-scale features are suspected on the NMC
700-mb analysis, extensive bogusing of data and reanalysis may increase
the accuracy of the diagnosed VMF.
Also, poor results may be obtained
when the significant synoptic feature falls in a data-sparse area.
Careful use of satellite data and bogusing can give good results
however.
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The VMF model described ·here can easily be modified for use in
geographic area by simply changing the grid boundaries and latitude
longitude of the data points to be entered.
Through the use of
diagnostic VMF model, the forecaster has available both qualitative
quantitative information based on real-time upper-level analyses
assist in precipitation forecasting.
VI.
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12Z July 26, 1978, the 700-mb analysis showed a high-pressure center
over Nevada and Utah. The NMC 700-mb analysis showed no perturbations in
height contours south of the high center (Figure 13). The analysis did
show a weak trough off the coast at 135W/40-53N. Figure 14 shows the
VMF obtained using the above 700-mb data. Weak subsidence was diagnosed
in the southwest part of the region ( < -1cm sec - 1 ) with
weak UVV
diagnosed over Oregon, Washington, and Idaho ((+1cm sec- 1 ). Satellite
data from the time of the VMF analysis (12Z on the 26th, Figure 15)
shows convective activity in southwest Arizona and middle-level clouds
covering much of northern California, western Nevada, Oregon, and
Washington. There also appeared to be two vorticity maxima indicated;
one in southwestern Arizona and another on the Nevada-California border.
The VMF did not diagnose significant UVV in these areas. Reanalysis of
the 700-mb data using the satellite picture confirmed the two vorticity
maxima. Also, the trough off the coast was deepened by reanalysis. The
VMF was recomputed. with some bogusing of the vorticity centers
attempted. However, the VMF was changed only slightly.
The poorer
results obtained by the VMF for this 'case seem to be
due to poor analysis of weak, small-scale features at the 700-mb level,
rather than some fault in the vertical-motion model.
Any type of scan analysis will give some smoothing of small-scale
features.
Thus, unless small-scale features are heavily bogused, the
·analysis routine will smooth them and yield a bland vertical-motion
field.
This is not a serious problem for typical synoptic scales but
must be considered when using this type of analysis scheme.

IV.

SYNOPTIC APPLICATIONS

This type of program has many applications to the operational
forecaster. The most obvious application is in providing the forecaster
with a real-time, detailed vertical-motion field.
This would be
invaluable in forecasting intensification and decay of systems.
The
whole process could be largely automated under the AFOS system. The
upper-air data could be automatically accessed and the forecaster would
only need to input a few bogus points.
The ·analysis procedure takes
about 6 minutes on an Eclipse S-230 minicomputer. Thus, with minimal
effort the forecaster could have a detailed vertical-motion field
shortly after the receipt of the upper-air data.
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FIGURE 14. DIAGNOSED VERTICAL MOTION AND
PRECIPITATION VALID 12Z JULY 26.

